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The- proc~·ss of· thennal diffusion which was predi~t~d 

theoretically before it was observed experimenta~ly arises when 

a temperature gradie!lt is established in a uniform gas. ·_mixture 

of two or more. pure components. The larger and the he.avier· mole

cules move towards the colder region while the.smaller and-the 

lighter ones in the reverse direction producing thereby an 

appearance of. difference . ..in __ c_oncent.r.;at.:i,(),rJ;s _9f_ t}1~': .m~ture · '. 
I 

------~9mP9.P~nts in the direction o'f lowering the ternperatun::. Thus the 

thermal diffusion is regarded as the second order kinetic effect. 

This difference in concentrations .i.n a uniform mixture-set u;p by 

the temperature gradient produces .the concentration gradient to 
. . -~-· ·' ........ ··. . . . . 

allow the ordinary diffusion which acts in the opposite direction 
\'''• 

tending to annul the thermal diffusion flux. As a result of the 

joint ac:tion of these two processes,· a stea.dy __ state is rBached 

when an equilibrium concentr._~i:;._ion g_r.:adieilt sets in due to t.he 

temperature gradient.-

The·re · are several reasons for the inve'stig:~tion. of the 

process of'thermai ·diffusion: ........ , ....... · ..... . 

(i) It is particularly a.convenient experimental tool 

to separate stable isotopes, 

(ii) It can be used as a perturbation factor in various 

physico-chemical processes, 

(iii) It has a wide application in a number of natural 

phenomena, such as flames, astrophysical problems and nabulae· and 

(iv) It is very much sensitive to intermolecular forces 

beb1een unlike molecules in· a mixture and hen.ce it is widely 
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used·to study the nature.of unl~ke forces between the ·components 

of the gas mixtures. 

The phenomenon of thermal diffusion cari not be explained 

by simple molecular kinetic theory which we use·with some success 

to explain the ordinary diffusion. This is why thermal· diffusion 

was not discovered for such a long time. It was found that an· 

appreciable part in this phenomenon is played forces of repulsion 

between molecules of the components upon their collision. It may 

be considered that these forces diminish with an increasing. 

distance r between the molecules to an approximate force .law. 

F = f ( 1 ~ ) • If n) 5, thermal diffusion proceeds _in the direction 
r . . . . 

indicated above, . if n ( 5, the· sign of the _thermal C!.iff"tJ.Si9P 

difference·· ·in concentration:?· is reversed, and fin ally if ·n - 5 

thermal diffusion is, in general impossible. 

The equation of ordinary diffusion is 

c . (V . - V) = c . c . (V . -Vj ) = -D . . grad c . 
1. 1. . 1. J 1. l.J 1. 

( l.l) 

where, 

v. and ·v. are the relative velocities ... of the· components 
1. J 

.. _ ...... · · ... :i and J ... 

V = mean velocity. 

ci and cj are the ma~s fractions of the components i and j. 

The existence· of thermal diffusion makes it necessary to' 
\*'• 

add another term to eqn (1.1) so that we have 

c.(V.-V) = -D.j grad c. + DT -·grad T 
1. 1. 1. . 1. T"'· 

( 1. 2) .. 

·' -· ..... 
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where, Dij is the interdiffusion co-efficient and DT is the . 

co~efficient of thermal diffusion, its dimension is obviously 

the same as that of Dij in gm2/sec. But unlike the co-efficient 
. ... .... . . -· ;-

of diffus.:tc::n1c DT is v:ir,tually independent of the concentrations I 

the co-efficient DT the thermal diffusion co-.eff icient i~ propor

tional to the product of the concentration of bot4 the somponents 

i .. e. c 1 and cj 

• • 

where, c. and c. are the concentration of the lighter and the 
l J 

heavier ones. -Hence the eqn. (1.2) becomes 

c 1 .(Vi-V) = -Dij grad ci + . 
0ii~icio<.T 

....... 

grad T 

= Dij (o(Tcicj grad log T -· grad ci) ( 1. 3) 

Since grad log T = 1 grad·T, 
T 

v1here. olT is defined as the. so· ·cal leu.- thermal· diffusion factor. 

It is. exactly the constant that depends ·upon the proPerties of 

·a mixtui;e being separated particularly. on the expqnent;·n: in the·· 

above· mentioned force law i.e~ F = · f( l 
0

) the 1~~- .. ~f·· diminishing 

of roce of repulsion between molecules; 

There are several arrangemepts to,peiform·the thermal 
/' ··' 

diffusion experiments in the iaboratory. The· c:tpparatU:ses COFffil10nly 
. - - . . ' 

.... 

used are two bulb, trennschaukel or swing separator and the 

thermal diffusion colurrn in fact abbreviated by T.D. columnw 
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Thermal diffusion column may exist in two forms : hot wire 

column and hot wall column. The- inve·s-tiga·fion \mder· the present 

the·sis is concerned with T. D. ·columns either hot wall or hot 

wire available in the literat~re. 

THE TWO l3ULB APPARATUS: 

' · It is the simplest appa·ratus to measure the thermal 

diffusion factors in a gas mixture .. It was first used by .~h.arnpman· 

and Dootson1 in their first experimental demonstration of· the 

thermal diffusion phenomenon in .gas.mixture. It.consists.of two . . . 

bulbs joined by a tube having a stc:p cock (Fig. l.:l)~- ~he app~ra~ 

tus is filled up by a gas mixture c;:>f known. concentr.ati.on· .. and' 

a temperature gradient is established by k~eping the two bulbs 

at ·t\vO diffe:rent temperatures .. The. top bulb is ah,.ays m·aintained 

at a higher· ·temperature in order to avoid ·the convection current. 

when the steady state is reafhed a resultant concentration'· 

gradient is set up due to the applied ternperat·u:re gradient. The 

samples of gas·es are then taken from the top and the bottom 

bulbs in order to analyse the compositions., For a two component 

mixture under a given temperature gradient the general diffusion 

equation can be written as 

v.-v. = 
~ J 

~_:__ [ I1·J J _:Q_(TLt l 
n. n. J 1 0~ n) 
~ J 

+ k o L'71, T)-
T a-r . 

where vi arid vj are-the diff¥sion velocities of the ith and .the 

jth components respectively. n.i, and nj. are the nUl_Ilber densities 
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of the ith· and jth species and n is the total number of density. 

~D .. _7, is the diffusion co-efficients and k_ is the thermal 
l.J ."T 

diffusion ratio. When the equilibrium condition is reache9 so ·. 

that the diffusion velocities-are zero, we have from the .above 

equation 

Eqn(l.~whep expressed in terms of the thermal d~ffusion factor 

o(,T where o(.T = ~ becomes 
x. x. 

l. J 

(1.5) 

where xi and xj are the molefractions of the components i 

and j of pure gases forming a mixture. It is immaterial whether 

we use ci and c j in place of .. "fuole .fract~ons x 1 and .X.J __ to.- s.~gnify,. 

the mass fractions of ·the lighter and the heavier componen.ts 

of the mixture respectively, because of the very definition of 

qe, the equilibrium separation factor- of any l:>.i.nary rnixtul,"'e. 

If (x./x.) and (x./x.-;)· ---· represent the ratios .. of 
. J. J top . J. J bottom . . 

the mole fractions of the lighter "and the heavie:X: components . of· . 
. .: .. ,. 

a mixture at the top, the upper bulb and at the -bottom~ the 

lower bulbs respectfyely at the temperatures Th and. T.~ .. ~esp~c

·tively, we then write by integrating the eqn (1.5) in the form: 



Top .,. -~ 

.. · .... J 
· bottom 

d ln T 

or, ln (xi/x. )t = rJ.. . J op T ln 

(xi/xj )bottom 

Th 
.or, ln qe = o(,T ln T 

c 

·where qe = {xi/x j) top 

(x i/x j.) bot~om 
is known ___ a,s the equilibriUm · 

6 

(1.6) 

separation factor •. Thus the . d.:j..rect evaluation of the thermal 
.. ..._.,_ 

diffusion factor o(, T is possible from eqn ( 1. 6) only by." ineasu_ring 

.... oG = .,T (1.7) 

which is supposed to be a mean value of the thermal d"iffusion 
2 

factor in the temperature range T~ ·to Th. Brown had shown that 

-for given values Th and Tc a temperature T could be found out 

corresponding to the actual value of oGT at that tempe-rature 

= ln (1.8). 

··The two bulb apparatus though it is believed to yield the ac:::tual 

thermal diffusion factor of a· gas mixture at a temperature. given . . . . . 
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by eqn·. (1.8), it has a few limitation. The separation in this 

apparatus for isotopic and isobaric gas mixtures is very low thus 

inviting an enormous error in the .value of qe· arid ·hence of. -aLT. 

When the mass difference between· the -c-omponents of a gas mixture 

is very large, two bulb apparatus can be used with greater 

advantage. Moreover after the attainment of steady .$tate the 

middle stop cock.can be closed and the sampling of the gas 

mixture could be done_ without disturbing the system. The.· difference 

of temperatu_,r~ Th and Tc should ··also be made very large in order 

to obtain the appreciable separation. ~his fact also invites a. 

larger error in estin·ating the mean temperature T for oLT to be 

measured. 

However, for measuring the small~T values of isotopic 

gas mixtures an improved apparatus known as trennschaukel or 

· the swing separator is commonly usedc 

THE SWING SEPARATOR: 

It is usually called trennschaukel first designed.by 

Clusius and Hub~r3 ' 4 in order ·to get enhanced separ.at".ion of · 

a binary gas mixture. They connected a number of. two bulb 

apparatus in series. This device is also called a ~wing. separator. 

It effectively obtains· multiple separation with considerably_ 

less operational effort, and is accordingly used to measure 

isotopic thermal diffusion for which ci-T is small.· It is also 

useful for measurement in which·~ is not small, si_nce smaller 
. -. .. 

temperature differences.are needed and the temperature assign-

·ment fOr "the mean temperature rs therefore···more·· accurate. 



t 
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FIG. \·ZSchematic diagram of the swing separator,.or "Trennschaukel." 
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A schematic .diagram· of the swing separator is sh:own in 
... -..... 

Fig. ( 1. 2) • Each two bulb stage. of separa.tion is constructed as 
.. ~-·-. . ,... .. . .. 

a vertical cylinder of .uniform diameter. The stages are joined 

in series by capillaries which connect the bottom of stage I 

to the top of. 'stage 2, the bottom of.stage.2 to.the top of the 

stage 3 and so on. An oscillatory moti~n is given to the gas so 

that the volumes of.gas are continually interchanged between the 

bottom of. one stage and the top of the following stage. As a 

result 'of this mechanical mixipg, the gas compositions become 

equal at the bottom and at the top of two adjacent stages, and 

the overall separation factor Q of the app.aratus as described. e . 

above is simply the product of the separation factor ~ for ~he 

individual stage. 

·(1.9). 

fer n stages. To maintain the . constant temperature at the end 

regions it is also considered that theequilibrium'time·should 

be as small as possible. The equilibrium time for an as·s·embiy .of 

n tubes is prop,ortional to n
2 

which means that small number·of 

tUbes should be employed. The thermal diffusion factqr o(T of 
.... _; . 

any binary gas mixture Cffil·-be .. -found .. out- in-the.foll<J\oling way. 

· ·-For a single stage of a -trennschaukel 

( o(.T) . 1 = 
s~ng e stage 

ln q e ·Cl.l o) 



Thus for n stages we have 
1/n 

in qe == 
lnQe == 1 ln Qe 

o(,T == 
ln (T h/'l'c) ln(Th/Tc 

n 
lnl(Th/Tc ) 

(1.11) 

(x./x.)B' where x. and xj being m~le 
~ J 1 

fraction of the lighter and the heavier components at the. top· 

and the bottom of a tubeo The .swing separator func·tj..oning in 

the manner as described was demonstrated by· Clusius.·. and- Huber· 

(1955) ~iith a· six-stages apparatus with H2 .- co2 mixture for · 

which o(T had been previously measured bz. the tw9·bulb technique. 

The swing separator has since been recognized as being a valuable 

instrument for the measurement of isotopic thermal diffusion 

factors ~T. The apparatus. is thus clearly a useful device 

capable of yielding accurate result, but it is. susceptibl~ to 

' 
more types of errors than in the simple two·bulb apparatus. 

Thermal diffusion Column: 

When the mass difference between the com~onents of· a 

binary gas mixture is very -small as in the case of isotopic 

gases and even for the isobaric gas .mixtures like N
2
-co. 

N2o-co2, He-Ifl' etc., where the mass difference are practically 

nill, the thermal diffusion column technique __ <?buld advantageously. 

be used to separate them. It __ w:as f_~J:St invented by ClU:sius and 

Dickel
5

' 6 ·in the year of 1939. Th"::re are two types of the.rma1 

' .· ..... 
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diffusion columns usually used in practice namely (i) Hot· -wire 

·type thermal diffusion and (i.i) Hot wall type thermal dif.fusion 

col 'limn. 

The hot wire type thermal diffusion column consists .of a 

long. vertical wire surrounded by a coaxial cy;L_j.ndr.:i.cal 1:.~e, the .. · 

outsiqe of which is j acketted through Hhich ·~later is circulated . . . ···... . ----· 

to cool the outer side of the cylindric~! ·_tube•·· The wire· which 

runs along ·the axis of the coaxial. cylinc.er can 'b~ heated 

electrically. 'l'he temperaturc=s Th .and 'Tc o"f'· the ·el·ectrically 

heated wire and the cold wall of. the tube produces ·a temperature' 

gradient· along the horizontal dir~ction. A ga_s mixture.· of --known 
. ~ . . . 

concentrCJ.tion is introcuced into the annular space between the 

hot wire and the cold wall .of the vertical cylindri~al tube.; The 

transverse temperature gradient _b~tween Th and.Tc of the hot 

Wire and the Cold Hall thus applied gives rise to the horizont-al 

concentration gradie!'lt in a uniform binary mixture due to thermal 

diffusion. A vertical convective motion of the gas starts along 

the hot wire in the vertical,ly upward direct~on and along :f;.he · 

inner wall of the tube. in the vertically downward direction 

respectively.- The heavier components whic}1 move towards the. 

cold ~1all and the lighter components towards the _hot ~ire due.

to theri")lai di;ffusion, are thus taken by this convection current 

to the bottom and ·at the top of the column respectively. Finally 
. \ . 

an enrichment of lighter component at the top and the heavier 

componsnts at the bottom of a column occurs. Although the 

separation procuced by t!-Jermal ciffus.ion is balanced by the· 
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remixing effect due to the convection currents and the b_ack · 

diffusion c'aused by the longitudinal concentratio~ gradient still 

the separation· in this type-_ of device is many times larger than 

those of·trennschaukel and two bulb apparatuses which are co~only 

used to observe the thermal diffusion phenomenon. 

For some gas~mixtures which may decompose when it will 

come in contact with the.heated wire, the hot wire column can 

not be used to separate them~ For this reason and to get the 

larger values of the separation factors than a hot· wire type . . ... ,,_ ." 

Brewer and Bramley7 modffie-~f-the hot···w-ire coiunrrl by replacing·. 

·· ---·---fhe ·central ho't wire by an indirectly heated-~tube ·coaxial to 

the outer cold wall tubeQ This modified thermal_ diffusion column 

is kno-vm as concentric cylindrical hot wall thermal diffusion 

column. The construction of such column although Ts .. very 'diffi:..., 

cult still a more accurate geometry can be achieved with· it. The 

main advantage of using the hot wire type the~al diffusion 

column is that it is easy to construct and· a· ·larger tem_Perature 

gradient can be established across ___ it .. 

Recently Vasaru et a1 8 have improved th~ 9o1U-mn techniques 

to. obtain thE:; higher separation and hence t~e yi-eld of rare 
.. -··· . . ~· .. .. .. ·.. . .. . 

isotopes of a part.icular type per dayo Vasaru et al f.()und the 

conditiop of optimum yield for a large number of columns, some 

of which :·are placed in series and so~e are connected in par~llel. 

. . 10 . . 
A large nwnber of workers c. ,J. G. Slieker ( 1965), 'T. I. 

11 . 12 
Moran and w.w. Watson (1958), J.W. Corbett and w.w.·watson 

(1956), S.C. Saxena and s. Raman13 
(1962), J.,L. Navarro, ,J.A. 
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Madariaga and J. M. S aviron { 1983), J .. M. Saviron, c. M. SantafT1aria, 

J.A. Carrion and J.c •. Yrza15(1975) et:c. tri.ed-·to improv~·-~the 

column theory in order to obta·in the exact values of the thermal 
. . . 

diffusion factors of a large number of binary gas mixtures, but· 
•' .· .. ,, 

their results could hardly be explained with the .theoretical_· 
. . . . ~··· . . ,. .. .. . ·.. . . . 

co<.T 1 s based on either elastic and ·inelastic collisions included 
16,17,18,19,20;21 

in the forma). Kinetic theory. However w. M~ Rutherf'ord 

et al from 1965 to 1982 performed thermal diffusion experiments. 

on a large number of iso·topic mixtures· of noble gases by thermal 

diffusion columns of comparatively long geometrical·lengths and 

the values of lnq thus obtained are found to be large which at 
. . e 

once demands the accuracy of the measurements of lnq to a large e 

amount. In recent years E.I. Leyarovski, A~J. Zahariev and J.KG 

Georgiev22 
0987) set up ther-mal diffusion column of length 

230 ern and rh = 1 ."5 em, rc = 2 .. 5 em and determined olT. wit!l a 

thermal diffusion column over a large intervals of temperature9 and 

pressures. It can be used for the investigation and optimisation 

of· the influence of main thermodyrian~ic parameters i·n .-·the ·process 

of separation of gas miXtures in a thermal diffusion column~ 

They deduced an equation from Rozen 23 .(1960) whic[l is given ·by: 

o(,T 

wher-e 

= ln(N + lnQL)/{N 

'* it ) ln(Th/I'c. 

and 

, 

(1.12) 

'. 



but 

and T 

·* and 1 

r <J ~ T s_~----
toos·1DY 

Tn.+T ------
2 

Tc+T 
2 

13 

where h
0 

is the transfer unit height (TUH);. he and hd are the 

components of TUH; N is the number of TUH, h is· the geometrical 
. . . " 

length of the. column, QL and QH are the degrees of separation· 

of the light component and the heavy component respectively: 

·which are the functions of the pressure at constant average te~-- ..... , ·" 

perature. T .i_s the loga.:z;:ithm.ic average.d .temperabire; p is· the· . 

.. ------~~·n.s_~ t.Y of the·_ gas mixture; D is the coeff icie,nt of mutual-·. 

d~ffusion; 'Tl, is the viscosity ·of the gas mixture and g is the 

acceleration due to gravity. x 1 and x 2 are the gas concentrc;tion 

of the light and the heavy ·c-omponent, Th is the ternp~ra:tu~e of. 

the hot >~all and T i's the temperature of the cold wall of the c 

.column respectively. 
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23 
·The equation (1.,1.2) is derived starting from the Rozen 

(1960) equation 

where q is the coefficient of separation being a £unction of 

pressure, and is given by 

* * o(T 
q =(TH /Tc ) . 

1. 

H and K are the well known transport coefficients of Fu!r,Y, 

Jones,Onsager (FJO) theo:ry. Obviously, in.the case of i~o~opic 

or very dilute binary mixtures, where (q-:_1)<< 1. eq. (1.13) is 

· 11 · 1 t th 1 t' f the FJQ25 essent1.a y equJ.va ent o e genera equa J.on 0, · 

thE;!Ory 

ln Q = ln (QH - QL ) = (H/K)h (1.14) 

It should be noted that eq .... (1.12) is somewhat different from 
. . . . 2.5 

the equati.on derived. from the 'classical Furry, Jones, Onsager · 

(FJO) theory and commonly used in detennination of J..T iil thermal 

diffusion column (TDC). Rutherford and Kaminski (1967) have shown 

that the FJo25 theory is applicable mainly in the Gase· of isotopic 

;binary mixtures or in the case of a mixture in which one of .the 

components is in a trace concentration in a rel.a,~ively lower 

total ·pressure of the binacy mixture. The_. .F!,0
25

. :~-l_l~:<?~Y .. ·_~as_ · sho~n 
.to be valid in such conditions, the theoretical value.13 ot: column 

coefficients being obtained (Rutherford 1982) by computer 
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f h ' FJ24 i . f . ' integration o t e approprl.ate . . express ons or comparJ.son 

with experiments, performed by Rutherford and Kaminski17 (1967)8 

Let us now consider a thermal diffusion column as shown 

in Fig. (1.3), which consists of two concentric cylinders as the 

hot and cold surfaces. The outer surface is of radius r : and is . c .. 

kept cooled at a temperature Tc called the cold wall temperature 

by circulating water through a concentric jacket ·surrounding the 

cold wall. The inner one is· of radius rh called the ·hot wal.l · 

radius and is maintained a.t ·a temperature Th called the hot· wall 

temperature such that rc) rh and Tc< Th. The an~ul·ar gap is 

filled up· with a uniform gaseous mixture""_ to be separ~te?• _-

The hydrodynamical equation in cartesian coordinates24 

is given by ( div 'rl, grad) ·v =.grad p - ;> g (1.15) 

which reduces to the following form in the cylindrical coordii)ate·s 

(r,-z) as e is symmetric w. r. to velocity v: 

. _I _Q_ ("Y' 1], d:\9) 
Yl ar cL'P 

d.p 
--. ·CJ<J dz ; o ... ( 1.16) 

·where v is· the convection veloc.ity parallel to Z-axis, p = pre:ssure 
. . 

of the gas, g is the acceleration of gravity--at a- place~_- and 'Yf, 

is the coefficient of viscos"ity o£·-the mixture of mass density 

p. In the region of the column tube the temperature gradient is 
•' ;:,,_ 

determined by the conduction of thermal energy· ai<:>ne. If 2 lr.Q 

measures the rate of flow of heat per unit area per unit length 

1068.74. 

t S APR 199~ · 

(,JOO'l>£ ~!;t~W.M 
~:::~t~,..,.,. 1..r~n~-Mw 

!.W:.t .~- ~ ,., -.. .t!rr:n'ff''"'='ri-
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of the T.D. column we have 

. d.T . 
. 27\ ~- ·= ·-2 7\ f ~ (- ol n ). 

or, (Cl =' ~ -r> A (~ ~) 
Ot", _L = _..@__ 1 

dl'l· 'r ~ d T 

0 G., 0 -=---of-> 1?.:\ 'aT 
. OT', 

(1.17) 
.; 

which shows 
. 0 . i- "'• ... -- ·- . -- .... 

that o'P is an operator which could, however, be 

replaced in -ge-rms of the ope;-~tor --;T . .-- Th~· ·~ymbo1 A is the 

coefficient of thermal conductivity.of tne bip.ary gas.mi.Xture. 

Eq. (L.16) thus becomes wi"t7h. the help of eqn. (1 •. 1{) . 

(1.18) ' 

with the boundary conditions that v(Th) ;: v{Tc) ;: 0 ·i.e. the 
. . . . ~: .... 

velocities of tl)e fluids at .T ;: Th and T ;: Tc vanispe·s·. 

Now, the equation for the transport of the spe~ies 1 

i.e. the lighter component along the tube is J"1 where.· 

"('1.19) 
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where c 1 and c 2 are the m~ss fractions of the lighter and 'the 

· heavier components of the gas mixtures. o12 is the .. diffusion 
..• :~ .' . . 

coefficient -of the mixture-,.--- and· V··· i-s --the -velocity of the lighter 
' 1 . 

···-·-··-GOJPp_Ouent aloqg the tubee 

The equation of continuity in the case of fluid motion is 

(1.,20) 

which, in the case if; stationary condition is div J 1 = b, as 

~i~= 0. On taking divergence on both sides of eqs (1.19) we have 

since diu F = J.. :L(~ r) .. + _I oFe + oFz . "r oP ,.- r P ~ o e· 0 t .. _, . 
clivJj_-: diu(fciul) + vlilJ[f o;~(- g~a-d~ + ~J c. :~9] 

.. [ ·: 3Y'adlnT = + 'O~J .· .· . 
. . ... 0 ........ ,. .......... . 

o-r, 

011, 

(1- 21). 
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S · · · t f t · f · z d 'a f1 0 f · the .· t t · · 1nce v 12 1s no a unc 10n ·o an --=-- = . ·or s a 1onary 
0~' 

_condition of the gas ·miXture, we have 

. ' ' 0 
which in terms of ~ 

·. uT 
operator in places of 

by eq. (1.17) becomes 

.0 
a~-.-

as. _given . 

'(1..23) 

25 As done by Furry, Jones and Onsagar we can, at present omit. the 
a'l.c 

term fJ Di2 0 2~ , which gives rise to the effect of .longitudinal 

diffusiono This can however be included later on in a very simpler 

way. He11ce eq. ( 1 ~- 23 ) is then 

(1. 24) 

Let us now introduce a function G(Z,T) defined }>y 

'. 
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where J 1 r ~s the radial component of the flux 6~.·-· .. ~h,: .: s~~~ies 1 

per unit area and per unit time given from eq. ( 1. 22 >..'by 

_-r . _ ;'J·· · D . [- 'OC.1 o(T C::1 C2. oT ] .. 
v1~'~"~- 12 --t- · - · , .. ·' o'Y-l T . oYJ , . 

(1.25) 

( 1. 26 . 

Eq. (1.24) with tlle.pelp ~~q. (l. 26) finaily becomes 

(L 27). 



from which we can obtain v 12 , cancelling 

of eq. (1. 27) 

- i ~aT { ~~<>- G_ (z, T)) l 2l. -p2. G7 /) u ) 

·,. 20 

from both sides 

. (1..28) 

where G (Z,T r is the master flow function and it can be shown that 

it is a function of ter(perature alone i.e .. G(T )e 

. ~ . . . 

The hydrodynamical equation so far deduced ·by ·eq. · (.1-.18). 

can now be written as in.tenns of v 12 where v 12 is the convective 

velocity of the lighter component up the column~ ·as shown by 
"".~ 

eqn. ·( 1. 28) ·, becomes 

. -~ . . . 

-- ;;. ~T ( ~) :T l~ ;2 g?~ :T-{ ))~12 {i(T)} J 
6 ~: - ;0~ 

-·.·· 0 p-·-· 
=:. ·. - ,{)g. 

0 l: 1- u 
{1.29).. 
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' 
which on differentiation with respect to temperature T gives us 

~T(A\) iT(1:)fT(?\~~'f)) tT(~'~' &(T)) 
ofJ 

==-~ oT .. ~·. {1.30) 

. . . · o~P 
neglicting the term· 

9
T CJ"l which ts nearty ·equal· to zero, the 

temperature variation of .deri.slty In- the case of column. is nearly. 

constant.·· 

. ·. 

Eq .. · .< 1 .. 3D)' is the hydrodynamical equa;t;.iot:~·:~hq;;~ .. ~.o-1-ution· . . . . .. 
. . 

·is the ·master flow function G (T). Here 'YJ. is the shear., coeffic.ient 

of viscosity, fJ is the density and g is the acceleration· due to 

gravity. :'The boundary condition is 

. - G
1 

(T ) 
e 

{1;, 31) 

let us now proceed to find out the ·total upward transport of · 

the species i up the column tube. 

Let 
'Y? 

t; = 21\ r I' cl-q,.. 1" d, 
~ . . c . 

Tn. 

- 2 7\ Jc ·P )tv.- --p 2 d. T . Gv ... .t ~~ 

1C 

[ . ... d -· . PAd :] . 
• . "P-- G.. T 



.. 
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which with the help of eq. (1.28) becomes 
. . 

lh 

G.==~ J.!iS (j)D,2) Ci(T)dT 
I (£ ciT A ) (1.32) 

Tc 
as the total transport 7l.up along the tube. 

Again-from eq~ (1.26) we have 
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and hence eq. {1 .. 32) finally becom·es 

H.c c + K del 
I 2 C d·t:··· 

•,"'· 

To obtain the correct equation of transpo·rt of species i up the_ 

tube let us now add to the eq .. (1.33) a t~?..rm·which g_iv~s-- the 

effect of longtitudinal diffusion -along the tube since this.

effect was omi·tted previously.· Thus. the term 
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must be added to eqc (1e33) in order to get the correct transport 

equation of the gas mixtures through the annula~ gap of the T.b. 

column i.e. 

. (l; .• 34) 

where the initial tranpport-· coefficient H, the convect:Lve 

remixing coefficient·Kc and the diffusive remixing coefficient Kd 

are given the following expressions: 
Th. 

H = 2~ J (~'2)t G(T) dT a: T . -· . . --· 
c 

. . Th · . 

K . = ·2Tr ( (? L:h) rx.2(T) dT 
c G?J ?\ . 

. Tc ' . 

·' . ..: ..... 
{1.36) 

1h 
and Kd = ~ J rlA ;:> D,2 c;l.T (1. 37) 

~ 
Since in the steady state.condition the total transport up: the 

tube is zero we have 

= 0 (1..38) 

where cl = c and c2 = 1 - c.since cl + c2 == 1 

de 
H 

dZ which integration both sides or, = on on 
C(l-C) K + K 

for z = 0 to z = L SheredL is. the geometrical length of the 

column yields·that 
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Z = L Z=L 

J de = H fdZ c (l~c) K + Kd c 
z = 0 Z=O 

or, log 
HL 

ln 
HL 

or, qe = 

---··· 

where qe = {ci/cj)T /(ci/cj)B,. is.called_the equilibriurn:separ.a-

tion factor .defined as the ratio of the mass fractions or rather·· 

the mole fr<:~.ctions of the lighter and. the ·heavi-e-r· components of· 

the binary gas mixture at the top and the bottom of the column 

of geometrical length L. 

For a hot wire column the expressions for the tra~~port 

coefficients H, K and Kd·are given by c 

and 

(1 .. 40) 

(1.41 

( 1. 42) 

'. 
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where r = radius of the cold wall and the quantities in the. c 

curly bra,ces are to be evaluated at the cold wall temper-C;lture 

Tc. The h, kc and kd are known as dimensio~less shape factors 
. . ... .. 

which are functions of the two ratios (rh/rc)~and· (TFII'c) · · 

respectivel~~ TH and TC are the temperatures of the hot and the 

cold wall of a thermal diffusion column. The .above H~ Kc and Kd _ 

as detennined by h, kc and kd and the transport,-parameter$ of 

the gas mixtures evaluated at the cold wall temperature T ·, are .. 
. . c. 

called the Lennard-Jones method. 

But for a concentric cylindEical t:ype c?l~ and r~/rc 

is not very large, the tran~port coefficients c~n also be glven 

by a moael.known as. Maxwellian one .. Thus, 

2 } 3 2 I 
H = ~f { •\P <t i i (~+rb) (vc -rh) (21L) { . . (1. 43) 

- (1 .. 44) .. 

' . 

. (1.45)' 

... 
Here again rc and rh are the radii of the cold and 'hot w?-lls . 

· . AT (T - T ·\ respectively at temperatures T and T and u = ~- ·==. . ·h d· 
c h , 2'.L' , (T +T -) 

·h c 
The quantities in early braces L.e~ j) = the densi'ty of ·the 

mixtures, 1], = the coefficient of viscosity and D12 = the di·ffu:

sion coefficient of a gas mixture ·are to be .. evalu~ted. at the me~n . s • 

temperature T of the column i.e~ T··= T(T +· T )/2 _/ ,• 
. £.. h . c . and 

g = acceleration of gravity of a placeo 

., ....... · .... 



... 
The s~ape factors involved in the above transport.equa-

tions starting from equations (1.40) to (1.45) have ·been evaluated 

and then tabulated by Furry and. Jones 24 for Maxwellian model, by 

Saxena and Raman 26 for rigorous sphere model a~a,· by M.cinte.er 

and Reisfield 27 ' 28 for Lennard-Jones model respectively: •. Recently 
. . . . . 

. 29 
for ·U1e last rno(Jel E. Vo~ Halle and R.K. Hoglund (1966) .. reported. 

the thermal diffusion column shape factors in Rept. No. K 1679 

(1966). These shape factors are supposed tobe ~-he most accu:r:.ate 
- . - ..... --·--· --- .. . ... , .. ----- . - .. - --- . .. . . .. 

.. 
one to evaluate the column transport coefficient for the Lennard-

···-----·-- - .. -·- .. -
Jones (12:6) model~ 

Slieker10 however in 1965 pre~ented another· set of 

formulations of colurrm constants without. assuming _c;u.1y I!IOlecular. 

modeL It 'is also assumed that the transport coefficients ·may be 

regarded constant within the experimental temperature range and 

their values are evaluated at the mean te)'(lperatur~ T .• Th-e. express.;..·· 

ions for H, K c and Kd for a.s:.o11ce~~-ric cylindrical col~ are 

'2 . . . 2· 

cl [sF]1 rt { fl ~o(T} ( ~T) <· ( 1. 4·6) - -
., 

I . . ~· .. .. .. . .. -· 

TT {1 D,2} ~
2 (1- a2

) 
·.· 

c2 = (1.47) 

' . 

and {1.48) 
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. . 2 
The shape factors £sF_71,t;_sF J_1_ and · TTU-a ) used in the 

formulations given above· from .equations (1. 46) ·to (1. 48)- are 
. . 

binary· molecular model independent, but depends --:en'tir~ly on. the . . :·· 

shape and 'size of the column. The values of··the·-·sha~per··factors. · 

used to calculate H, Kc and. Kd i.e. c1 , c3 and c2 of""Slieker•s· 

theory are tabulated in C.J.G. Slieker10 
(1965). Here a== rh 

rc 

and the other molecular parameters· for the· binary mixtures. ·are to 

be evaluated at the mean temperature T where· T = {Th + Tc)(2 to 

estimate thE: experimental thermal diffusion factor of any binary 

gas mixture. 

'. 

t'· 
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